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Process

Paint Music is an idea I had during my sophomore year. This
idea I carried with me throughout my time in city tech. It’s a
small interactive installation that combines digital paint and
sound. The user paints and creates music.

There was an original idea where I wanted to create a physical
interactive canvas using sensors and other components.
Unfortunately, the idea didn't work out due to getting inaccurate
data. And also the resolution would be seen as blurry and not
appealing to the user. 

 
I had a meeting with my TA. He suggested a different solution,
either continuing with the interactive canvas or using an
application that reads the location of the user's movements on the
screen.
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Methods
I used processing to create the visuals and sounds. 
Soundcipher is a library used in processing, it has MIDI sounds,
notes, chords, etc. 
oscP5 is a library in processing that communicates data to
processing., I used to collect the data. from TouchOsc
TouchOsc is an application where you can use different tools,
like faders, oscillators, and grids. I used the grid to read the
users' location on the screen. 

Budget
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Results
As a result, I used Touchosc, it was an efficient solution and it was
easier to program. Well, it was easier for me to understand I had to
ask my TA and a good friend of mine to understand the code. Once
I understood the code it was so much fun to build. I created three
brushes and each brush has its own individual sound. I designed the
canvas with straight lines across, to represent a music sheet. 
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I used, a TouchBoard Microcontroller, wires, copper tape

Title page,. I designed using
procreate and photoshop

An interactive sample of the
project. It shows three brushes.

Overall this project was fun and stressful. I was able to show off
my design skills like the brush design and the interactive part.
Although I don't have the best coding skills., this project pushed
me to do my best. 


